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ABSTRACT
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imprecision

Not all important network properties need to be enforced all the
time. Often, what matters instead is the fraction of time / probability
these properties hold. Computing the probability of a property in
a network relying on complex inter-dependent routing protocols
is challenging and requires determining all failure scenarios for
which the property is violated. Doing so at scale and accurately
goes beyond the capabilities of current network analyzers.
In this paper, we introduce NetDice, the first scalable and accurate probabilistic network configuration analyzer supporting BGP,
OSPF, ECMP, and static routes. Our key contribution is an inference
algorithm to efficiently explore the space of failure scenarios. More
specifically, given a network configuration and a property ϕ, our
algorithm automatically identifies a set of links whose failure is
provably guaranteed not to change whether ϕ holds. By pruning
these failure scenarios, NetDice manages to accurately approximate P(ϕ). NetDice supports practical properties and expressive
failure models including correlated link failures.
We implement NetDice and evaluate it on realistic configurations.
NetDice is practical: it can precisely verify probabilistic properties
in few minutes, even in large networks.
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Figure 1: Comparison of approaches for probabilistic network analysis in a network with 191 links and link failure probability 0.001.
The confidence for sampling (Hoeffding’s inequality) is α = 0.95.

1

INTRODUCTION

Ensuring network correctness is an important problem that has
received increased attention [1, 4, 12, 16, 19, 31, 40]. So far, existing
approaches have focused on verifying “hard” properties, producing
a binary answer of whether the property holds under all or a fixed
set of failure scenarios.
Besides hard properties, network operators often need to reason
about “soft” properties1 which can be violated for a small fraction of time (e.g. 0.01%). Among others, allowing properties to
be violated allows for cheaper network designs, e.g. by reducing
over-provisioning. Soft properties typically emerge when reasoning
about compliance with Service Level Agreements (SLAs). SLAs can
be defined with respect to any metric (e.g. path availability, average
hop count, capacity) and are traditionally measured in “nines”: For
instance, an IP VPN provider might guarantee internal path availability between its customers for 99.999% (five 9s) of the time, and
two-path availability for 99.99% (four 9s).
Similarly to verifying hard properties, computing the probability of a soft property requires analyzing the network forwarding
behavior emerging from a network configuration (i.e. the network
control plane) in many, possibly all, environments (e.g. failure scenarios). A key difference is that verifying a hard property aims at
checking the absence of a counter-example (e.g. a failure scenario
in which the property is violated), not at computing how many
1 This

need is exemplified by a survey we conducted amongst network operators (52
answers). In this survey, 94% of operators indicated that they care about probabilistic
network analysis. At the same time, 83% of them indicated that it is currently difficult
to do so. See App. A.1 for details.
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such counter-examples exist and how likely they are. This is an important distinction as it enables modern network verification tools
such as Minesweeper [4], BagPipe [40], ARC [19], Tiramisu [1], and
ERA [12], to reason abstractly about many environments.
Challenge Modern networks often rely on a combination of BGP
and IGPs for their routing decisions. Exactly computing how frequently a property holds in such a network is challenging, unless
its size is tiny enough to admit brute forcing all failure scenarios.
Instead, one can aim at approximating the probability by exploring
a subset of failure scenarios. As we show though, naive partial
exploration often leads to inaccurate approximations, making it impossible to verify SLA properties that must hold almost all the time,
e.g. 99.99% or more. Since violating SLAs may lead to monetary
sanctions, being accurate is key.
We illustrate the challenges of accurately approximating these
probabilities with two intuitive strategies: (i) partial exploration, in
which one only considers up to k link/node failures; and (ii) probability estimation via sampling. For each, we explore the relationship
between the achieved precision and the number of explored states
(see Fig. 1, note the log-log scale). The dotted line indicates an
imprecision of 10−4 , necessary to verify a four 9s SLA.
Attempt 1: Partial exploration This strategy explores the failure scenarios in decreasing order of likelihood, i.e. the most likely
first. Due to the exponential decay of probabilities though, this
strategy must still explore many states to reach an accurate approximation (except in small networks). For example, consider the Colt
network [27] (191 links) with a link failure probability of 0.001 [20].
As visualized by the dotted line in Fig. 1, one needs to explore more
than 106 states, almost all scenarios with up to 3 links failures,
to reach the precision required to verify a four 9s SLA. 2 Clearly,
this does not scale. As an illustration, Batfish [16] requires around
30 sec on average to analyze BGP configurations for one scenario
of a similarly sized network. The fundamental issue is that the
gain in precision becomes exponentially smaller as more failures
are considered: In Colt, the probability of at most 1 link failing is
0.999191 + 191 · (0.999190 · 0.001) ≈ 0.984, while the probability of
at most 2 (resp. 3) links failing is ≈ 0.9990 (resp. ≈ 0.9999).
Attempt 2: Sampling This strategy samples k scenarios from the
failure distribution (by independently sampling each link’s failure
status), checks the property for each of them, and computes the
fraction of samples for which the property holds. Technically, this
corresponds to maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) of the property probability. We compute the precision of the estimate using
Hoeffding’s inequality [23]. While the precision is independent
of the network size, this strategy needs an intractable number of
samples to achieve high precision. We illustrate this in Fig. 1 (see
the dashed line, we use confidence α = 0.95). One needs to sample
109 states in order to reach the precision required to verify a four 9s
SLA, which clearly does not scale.
We note that there exists a variety of more advanced sampling
strategies such as importance sampling, Markov Chain Monte Carlo,
2 The

peculiar shape of the line is due to the log-log scale. Each “bump” in the plot
comprises all scenarios with exactly k failures for a specific k . With independent link
failures, each such scenario is equally likely, resulting in a linear relationship that
manifests as a curved line. However, increasing k leads to exponentially less likely
scenarios, resulting in several bumps (one for each k ).
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or Metropolis-Hastings (see e.g. [5, Chapter 11]). However, these
are typically concerned with low-probability observations (which is
irrelevant in our context) and may produce incorrect results due to
weak theoretical guarantees [11]. While there also exist alternative
concentration bounds for MLE such as the Wald interval [28], their
empirical guarantees can be violated in practice [7].
To sum up, a fundamental research question is still open: Is it
possible to build a scalable network verification tool that can precisely
verify probabilistic properties to support even stringent SLAs (four/five
9s) in large networks relying on BGP and common IGPs?
NetDice: Scalable and precise probabilistic analysis We answer positively by presenting the probabilistic configuration analyzer NetDice. Given a network configuration, the external routing
inputs (if any), a probabilistic failure model, and a property ϕ, NetDice accurately computes P(ϕ), the probability of ϕ holding.
To precisely and scalably compute P(ϕ), NetDice relies on an efficient inference algorithm which is based on two key insights. First,
we identify a class of practical properties amenable to probabilistic inference. Second, we show how to leverage these properties’
structure to heavily prune the space of failures. More specifically,
given a property ϕ, we show how to automatically identify a set of
links whose failure is provably guaranteed not to change whether ϕ
holds. We describe efficient techniques to identify these links for
the most common routing protocols (OSPF, BGP) and mechanisms
(static routes, route reflection, and load balancing). We also discuss
how to extend NetDice to support more protocols.
NetDice reasons probabilistically about internal failures, not
external routing announcements (which we assume are fixed). Concretely, NetDice cannot reason about the uncertainty created by
external BGP routes (dis)appearing at the network edge. While this
is a limitation, we stress that reasoning about internal failures is
already practically relevant (e.g. to guarantee internal SLAs). Further, while learning a precise internal failure model is possible,
e.g., from historical data [6, 20, 38], this is not the case for external
announcements.
We fully implemented NetDice and published it on GitHub. 3
Our evaluation shows that NetDice can verify practical properties
in few minutes, with imprecision below 10−4 , even in networks
with hundreds of nodes.
Main contributions Our main contributions are:
• An introduction to the problem of probabilistic network analysis—
a new facet to the area of network verification (§2).
• A class of practical network properties that are amenable to
efficient probabilistic inference (§3).
• A scalable inference algorithm effectively pruning the space of
failures for BGP and common IGPs (§4–§5) to compute the probability of a property for an expressive failure model (§6–§7).
• NetDice, an implementation of our approach, evaluated on real
network topologies and configurations (§8).

3 https://github.com/nsg-ethz/netdice
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OVERVIEW

We now describe NetDice on a simple example: consider an OSPF
network with 6 routers and link weights as shown in Fig. 2. Assume
the operator requests the probability of a waypoint property ϕ.
Specifically, she wants to know the probability that traffic from
D to C traverses a monitoring node E, given that links may fail
probabilistically. While the property ϕ is not a hard requirement,
she would like it to be violated only a small fraction of the time.
Input and output NetDice takes four inputs: (i) a network configuration comprising the topology, and the BGP and IGP setup
(including external peers, route reflectors, link weights, and static
routes); (ii) external BGP announcements; (iii) a failure model specifying the probabilities of (possibly dependent) failures; and (iv) a
property ϕ. NetDice returns the probability P(ϕ) of the property
holding. In our example, we consider shortest path routing (we
discuss static routes and BGP in §5) and independent link failures
with probability 0.2 (we discuss more complex failure models in §6).
Failure exploration All failures in NetDice are modeled as link
failures. For example, a node failure is modeled as a simultaneous
failure of all adjacent links (see §6 for details). NetDice therefore
computes P(ϕ) by exploring the space of possible link failures. Intuitively, it checks ϕ for all possible failure scenarios and sums up
the probabilities of those where ϕ holds.
In Fig. 2, we show several link states that NetDice explores, where
we depict failed links with a cross. NetDice starts with L 1 , the state
where all links are up, and then explores L 2 , L 3 , etc.
Pruning the failure space using cold edges Our key insight is
that for any given link state, there may exist links (we call these cold
edges) whose failure is guaranteed not to change whether ϕ holds or
not. That is, the state of cold edges is irrelevant for the property at
the given link state.
In state L 1 where all links are up (see Fig. 2), the forwarding
path from D to C is D–E–C, and therefore our property ϕ holds.
All 5 edges outside the shortest path (highlighted in blue) are cold,
because any combination of them failing will not change the forwarding path from D to C (and thus the satisfaction of ϕ). There
are 25 − 1 = 31 such combinations (we depict three examples in the
top right of Fig. 2). NetDice leverages this observation to cover all
32 states (L 1 + 31) in one go by computing their total probability
mass, which is identical to the probability that links D–E and E–C
are both up (p1 = 0.82 = 0.64). Note that this is significantly more
than the probability mass of L 1 alone (0.87 ≈ 0.21).
Determining cold edges for shortest path routing is straightforward. However, extending this idea to real-world networks, which
use multiple protocols including BGP, static routes, and shortest
paths in combination, is challenging. To this end, in §5, we define
algorithms that determine cold edges for any combination of these
protocols and formally prove their correctness.
Recursively adding failures Next, NetDice introduces single failures to all non-cold edges, arriving at the states L 2 and L 3 . NetDice
continues with L 2 and recursively explores all failure scenarios
where link D–E fails. Therefore, when processing the subtree at L 3 ,
NetDice never introduces a failure to the link D–E since all such
scenarios are already explored. That is, NetDice “locks” link D–E to

Figure 2: NetDice’s failure exploration computing the probability
of the property ϕ “traffic from D towards C traverses the waypoint E”
under shortest path routing.

remain up. The recursion ends when all non-locked links are cold,
such as in L 6 where D is disconnected from C.
For each visited state Li , NetDice constructs the forwarding
graph, determines whether ϕ holds, and computes the covered probability mass pi (similarly as for L 1 ). When exploration terminates,
NetDice sums the values pi for which ϕ holds to obtain P(ϕ).
For our example, NetDice determines P(ϕ) ≈ 0.6932 by visiting
only 15 states. In contrast, a brute force algorithm would need to
visit 27 = 128 states. In practical networks with hundreds of links,
the benefit of NetDice is even more pronounced (see §8).
We note that while the set of cold edges in each state depends on
the flow involved in the property ϕ, it does not depend on whether ϕ
holds. In particular, NetDice would explore the same states if the
waypoint under consideration was A instead of E.
Bounded exploration To speed up inference, NetDice can be configured to stop exploration when a desired level of precision is
reached. In this case, the output of NetDice is a probability interval Iϕ guaranteed to contain P(ϕ). In practice, very high precision
can be obtained by visiting only few states.

3

NETWORK MODEL AND PROPERTIES

We now define the control and forwarding plane model as well as
the properties supported by NetDice. We then formally define our
problem statement.
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select an external peer as the next hop to forward traffic outside of
the network.
We make two main assumptions on the BGP configuration of
the network. First, similarly to [14, 15, 22], we assume that BGP
announcements are not modified internally. Previous measurement
studies [10, 39] show that this assumption holds for the vast majority of the networks (except for large transit providers). Second, we
assume that BGP converges to a unique state, which is also true in
most practical cases [13, 34].

3.3
Figure 3: Example topology and BGP session layout.

3.1

Network Model

The internal topology is an undirected weighted graph G = (V , E, w),
where the nodes V represent routers, and edges E represent fullduplex links. The function w : E → N × N assigns to each link a
pair of non-negative weights (one weight per direction) to be used
for shortest path routing.
Example Fig. 3 shows a simple topology which will serve as a
running example throughout this paper. It consists of 6 nodes A–F
(i.e., V = {A, . . . , F}), which are connected by weighted links as indicated. For simplicity, we use the same weights for both directions
(e.g., w((B, E)) = (3, 3)).

3.2

Control Plane

Shortest paths and static routes For internal destinations, NetDice supports static routes and shortest path routing protocols
such as OSPF and IS-IS, which are modeled by shortest paths under
weights w. The network may use equal-cost multi-path (ECMP)
forwarding, where all shortest paths are used. The IGP cost between
two nodes is the sum of weights along a shortest path.
For example, the shortest path between nodes D and C is D–E–C,
and the IGP cost between them is 2 (see Fig. 3).
BGP We assume that the network uses BGP to propagate external
routing information within the network. The administrator can
configure iBGP sessions between nodes, where some nodes may
be configured as route reflectors. The border routers maintain eBGP
sessions with external nodes in different ASes. Nodes which are
neither external nor border routers nor route reflectors are called
internal nodes.
For example, in Fig. 3, the border router F maintains two eBGP
sessions with external nodes W and Z (the external peers of F).
Nodes B and C are connected by an iBGP session (i.e., they are
internal peers) and serve as route reflectors. Node B has three route
reflector clients: A, D, and E. Node D is the only internal node in
the example.
BGP routing decisions are based on announcements received
from external nodes. The BGP protocol, which we will discuss in
more detail in §4, determines for each node and destination the
selected next hop, which is the exit point used by traffic to leave
the network. In our model, the selected next hop of internal nodes
and route reflectors is always a border router. A border router may

Forwarding Plane

The combination of BGP, shortest paths, and static routes determines how a node forwards traffic. If a static route is configured,
the node uses it, otherwise, the node resolves the next router along
the shortest path towards the selected next hop. The forwarding information base (FIB) comprises all forwarding rules for all prefixes
at all nodes.

3.4

Properties

In the most general case, a network (forwarding) property is an
arbitrary predicate over the FIB determined by the routing protocols
described above. While arbitrary properties are very expressive,
analyzing their satisfaction under failures is very hard (we will
discuss failures in §3.5). For instance, the property may check each
FIB entry for all nodes and all destinations, which is likely affected
by any failure. In general, analyzing such properties under failures
requires exhaustive enumeration of all possible failure scenarios.
Yet, many practical properties are relatively lightweight in terms
of FIB entries they depend on. For instance, an operator may be
interested in: (i) whether traffic from a customer for some destination traverses a firewall, which is independent of the FIB entries
at routers not receiving that customer’s traffic, or (ii) whether the
inbound traffic destined to the top-k prefixes share any underprovisioned links, which is independent of FIB entries for other
destinations. We capture properties that do not depend on all FIB
entries using the concepts of single- and multi-flow properties.
Single-flow properties Let a flow be a pair of ingress node and
destination prefix. Note that this is not equivalent to a TCP flow:
there may be many TCP flows between the same ingress and prefix. A property is a single-flow property if it only depends on the
forwarding graph4 of a single flow, and is deterministic given this
graph (this is, failures are the only source of randomness). Property (i) above is such an example.
Multi-flow properties As a generalization, a multi-flow property ϕ only depends on the forwarding graphs of a bounded set
flows(ϕ) of flows. Such properties are particularly useful to analyze
behavior related to congestion or isolation. The property (ii) above
is such an example. Note that this class is very general: most forwarding properties can be expressed as a multi-flow property by
including every flow of the network in the property (resulting in
an arbitrary predicate over the FIB of all nodes). Further, note that
every single-flow property is also a multi-flow property.
4 Due to ECMP, there may be multiple paths towards a destination. Hence, the forwarding behavior is described by a general directed graph.

multi-flow

single-flow
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Property

Meaning

Reachableu→d
Waypointu→d (w )
Egressu→d (e)
PathLengthu→d (l )

Traffic u
Traffic u
Traffic u
Traffic u

BalancedF (L, ∆)

Under flows F with given volumes, the load
on the links in L differs by at most ∆.
Set of flows F does not share any links.
Flows F with given volumes together do not
exceed volume threshold t for link l .

IsolationF
CongestionF (l , t )

→d
→d
→d
→d

reaches its destination d .
traverses node w .
leaves network at egress e.
traverses l links.
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Local preference (prefer highest)
AS path length (prefer lowest)
Origin (prefer IGP over EGP over INCOMPLETE)
Multi-exit discriminator (prefer lowest, compared only for announcements from the same neighbor AS)
Prefer external over internal announcements
IGP cost towards egress router (prefer lowest)
BGP peer id (prefer lowest, serves as tie break)

Table 2: BGP decision process [13, 33]. Announcements are compared in a lexicographic way, starting with step 1.

Table 1: Examples of single- and multi-flow properties supported
by NetDice.

3.5

Failures and Problem Statement

We now introduce NetDice’s problem statement.
Practical few-flow properties NetDice specifically targets “fewflow” properties ϕ, where the size of flows(ϕ) is small. In fact, many
practical soft properties, where violation for a small fraction of time
is acceptable, can be phrased as few-flow properties (see Tab. 1).
For example, an operator may be interested in the probability
that a customer reaches a certain prefix for SLA compliance (see
Reachableu→d , which is a single-flow property) or that this traffic
traverses a monitoring node (Waypointu→d ). Alternatively, she
may want to detect resource allocation deficiencies by checking
how frequently a given flow exits at a suboptimal West coast egress
(Egressu→d ) or traverses too many hops (PathLengthu→d ).
Further, given a small set F including the largest flows in the
network together with their mean volumes, she may want to inspect
how frequently the load on two intercontinental links is balanced
(BalancedF ), or how often the flows are isolated (IsolationF ) or
together consume more than 80% of a link’s capacity (CongestionF ).
Checking properties NetDice supports any single- or multi-flow
property ϕ that can be efficiently checked given the forwarding
graphs G 1, . . . , G n of the n flows in flows(ϕ) for a concrete failure scenario. In particular, we assume the existence of a function Check(ϕ, G 1, . . . , G n ) returning true iff the forwarding graphs
G 1, . . . , G n satisfy ϕ. Note that this function does not need to deal
with control plane protocols or failures as the forwarding plane
will already be computed by NetDice.
Our implementation of Check (see §8) relies on simple variants
of depth-first searches to verify the properties in Tab. 1 for given
forwarding graphs. By adapting the Check implementation, NetDice can easily be extended to verify custom properties not listed
in Tab. 1, e.g. by leveraging existing deterministic verifiers. We note
that efficient Check implementations are out of scope of this paper.
Limitations In §5, we discuss how NetDice infers P(ϕ) for a property ϕ by effectively pruning the space of failures. NetDice’s efficiency thereby depends on the size of flows(ϕ). While the approach
presented in this paper can theoretically be used to analyze any
single- or multi-flow property, the performance of NetDice degrades
as the size of flows(ϕ) becomes large (we show this empirically in
§8.4). In particular, analyzing properties involving all flows in a
network is often intractable. However, few-flow properties allow
for very efficient analysis using NetDice (see §8).

Failure distribution Links (and other network components) fail
probabilistically. To model this, we define a vector L of random
variables Le ∈ {0, 1} for each link e ∈ E. We interpret Le = 1 and
Le = 0 as link e being up, resp. down. We write P(L) to denote the
probability mass function of the joint distribution over link failures.
This is, the probability P(L = l) for some vector l can be interpreted
as the fraction of time the links are up or down according to l.
The distribution P(L) can capture complex dependencies between link failures, including node and shared risk link group
(SRLG) failures (§6).
Property distribution Link failures may change the FIB and potentially also whether a property holds. Let ϕ be the (Bernoulli)
random variable with values in {0, 1} indicating whether a given
single- or multi-flow property does (value 1) or does not hold (0).
Note that whether the property holds is fully determined for a given
link state L (by the Check function, see §8.4), meaning that P(ϕ | L)
is either 0 or 1. We are interested in computing P(ϕ = 1).
Problem statement NetDice addresses the following problem statement: Given (i) a network configuration, (ii) external BGP announcements, (iii) a link failure distribution P(L), and (iv) a single- or multiflow property ϕ, compute the probability P(ϕ = 1) of the property
being satisfied.

4

MODELLING BGP

We now provide our model of BGP and present an algorithm to
simulate BGP for given external announcements.

4.1

Notation and BGP Overview

Peers We denote the set of external nodes, route reflectors and
border routers as Ext, Rr and Br, respectively (Ext and V are
disjoint). Each node in V and Ext is assigned a unique peer ID. We
assume that a BGP session between two nodes is intact as long as
the two nodes are connected in the topology.
Announcements BGP peers exchange announcements of paths
towards external destinations. In addition to indicating the next
hop and the destination prefix, an announcement carries attributes
including local preference, AS path length, origin, and multi-exit
discriminator (MED).
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Figure 4: Simulating BGP using Alg. 1, considering local preference (LP) and IGP costs only. Symbols inside nodes denote the best selected
announcements. The BGP session layout is as shown in Fig. 3.
Protocol BGP processes destinations independently, hence our description of the protocol focuses on one destination d. We consider
a synchronous model of BGP [33] consisting of multiple rounds,
similar to activation sequences [3, 13]. This assumes that the converged state of BGP is independent of the message ordering—a
practical assumption [13].
First, external peers send announcements to the border routers.
Then, in each round until convergence, every node receives announcements from its peers and selects the best announcement
according to the BGP decision process described in Tab. 2. This best
announcement is sent towards all route reflector clients (except
to the peer the announcement was received from), and, if the announcement was received from an external peer, also to all internal
peers. The algorithm returns for each node v ∈ V the next hop field
of the best announcement in the converged state. We use Nhd (v)
to denote the selected next hop for destination d at node v.

4.2

Simulating BGP

We now describe how BGP can be simulated.
Pre-processing (Top3) As observed in [13], the first three steps
of Tab. 2 induce a global preference relation over announcements.
This is, if the graph of BGP sessions is connected, an announcement
entering the network will always rule out all other announcements
that are less preferred according to steps 1–3 of Tab. 2. Hence, we
can prune suboptimal announcements in a pre-processing step
called Top3.
For instance, assume that external peers send announcements
as indicated in Fig. 4a. For simplicity, we only consider the local
preference (LP) attribute. The announcements and will never be
selected as a best announcement in the converged state because
and have higher local preference. We can hence safely remove
and before simulating BGP. Also, we can remove E from the set of
border routers as it does not receive any external announcements
anymore. Note that failures may break connectivity between groups
of BGP routers, which needs to be considered by Top3.
Unfortunately, step 4 of Tab. 2 breaks the global preference relation amongst routes [13]. We can hence not include more steps of
Tab. 2 during pre-processing.
Passive nodes Internal nodes only receive announcements from
internal peers and have no route reflector clients. Hence, they are
passive in the sense that they never send any announcement. To
determine the converged state of BGP, it suffices to simulate interactions between border routers and route reflectors. Once converged,
we can run one BGP round at internal nodes to determine their
selected next hops.

Algorithm 1 Simulating BGP in a network partition X ⊆ V
1: run Top3 (discard suboptimal announcements)
2: while not converged do
3:
for node n ∈ Top3(Br, X ) ∪ (Rr ∩ X ) do
4:
receive announcements from peers
5:
select best announcement according to steps 4–7 of Tab. 2
6:
re-distribute best announcement to peers
7: for each node x ∈ X do
8:
select next hop Nhd (x ) based on best announcement

Simulating BGP The two ideas above give rise to the BGP simulation algorithm in Alg. 1. Given a network partition X ⊆ V (it
may be X , V due to link failures), the algorithm determines the
selected next hops for all nodes in X . In Lin. 1, Alg. 1 runs Top3 and
discards suboptimal announcements. Lin. 3–6 simulate one BGP
round for all non-internal nodes. Here, we write Top3(Br, X ) to
denote the set of border routers in X remaining after pre-processing.
During simulation, only steps 4–7 of Tab. 2 need to be considered.
Example Fig. 4 illustrates an execution of Alg. 1 in the topology
from Fig. 3. Announcements and are discarded during Top3 in
Lin. 1 (see Fig. 4a). Lin. 2–6 simulate BGP rounds for the 4 nodes
A, B, C, and F. In round 1 (see Fig. 4b), nodes A and F receive
one announcement each, which is selected (symbols inside nodes).
These announcements are forwarded to the respective internal
peers. Round 2 is similar (see Fig. 4c). In round 3, both nodes B and
C receive and (see announcements sent to B and C in round 2,
Fig. 4c). At node B, step 6 of Tab. 2 compares the IGP costs 2 and 1
towards the next hops A (for ) and F (for ), respectively. This results in the selection of announcement at B (see Fig. 4d). Similarly,
also C selects .
No node changes its decision in any further round and the loop
in Lin. 2–6 terminates. Lin. 7–8 select the next hops for all nodes in
the network (see Fig. 4e). Nodes A and F select external nodes as
next hops, indicating that they forward traffic out of the network.

5

PRUNING THE FAILURE SPACE

We now discuss how NetDice identifies links whose failures are
guaranteed not to change whether a property ϕ holds. We first
formalize the notions of cold and hot edges (§5.1), and then present
how, in addition to shortest path routing, we can incorporate static
routes (§5.2) and BGP (§5.3). For simplicity, in §5.2–§5.3 we assume
that ϕ is a single-flow property. In §5.4, we discuss how to support
multi-flow properties and how to incorporate further protocols.
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Algorithm 2 Hot edges for static routes and shortest paths
1: procedure HotSpStatic(u, d , E fwd , L)
2:
D ← {u } ∪ {y | (x , y) ∈ Staticd ∩ E fwd }
▷ decision points
3:
H ← AllSp(D, {d }, L)
▷ all shortest paths D → d
4:
return H ∪ (Staticd ∩ E fwd )
▷ traversed static routes
5: procedure AllSp(S, T, L)
Ð
6:
return s ∈S,t ∈T SpL (s, t )

Figure 5: Hot edges for static routes and shortest paths. The link
weights are as shown in Fig. 3.

5.1

Cold and Hot Edges

Definition 5.1. Given a network configuration and a flow (u, d),
a set of edges C ⊆ E is cold iff any combination of link failures in
C is guaranteed to not change the forwarding graph for (u, d). An
edge is cold iff it belongs to a set of cold edges. An edge is hot iff it
is not cold.
In the following, we focus on identifying hot edges, and declare
their complement as cold. While one could trivially declare all edges
as hot, this would not allow for pruning any failures. Therefore, our
goal is to identify as few hot edges as possible, while still ensuring
the complement to be cold.
Shortest paths As we have illustrated in §2, for shortest paths
routing, all edges along the5 shortest path are hot, while all other
edges are cold (see Fig. 2). In this case, our choice of hot edges
is optimal: Any failure of hot edges is guaranteed to change the
forwarding graph. However, for more complex protocols (and their
combination), we generally cannot guarantee optimality (see §5.2).

5.2

Incorporating Static Routes

We now discuss how to additionally support static routes. Let
Staticd ⊆ V × V be the set of static routes in the network for
a destination d. Consider the topology of Fig. 3 and assume that
in addition to shortest paths, the administrator has configured
StaticC = {(E, B)} (see large arrow in Fig. 5a). The flow (D, C)
is forwarded as shown in Fig. 5a. D determines the shortest path
towards C, which is D–E–C. Hence, it forwards traffic to E. The
static route at E deflects traffic from the initial shortest path and
forwards it to B instead. At B, traffic again uses the shortest path
towards C.
Local stability For a set of edges C ⊆ E to be cold, it is sufficient that every node in the forwarding graph does not change
its forwarding behavior for the flow under consideration if any
combination of links in C fails. We formalize this observation in
Def. 5.2 and Lemma 5.3.
Definition 5.2. A node is locally stable under a set of link failures
w.r.t. a flow if packets of that flow are forwarded identically by the
node both with and without the failures.
5 When referring to the shortest path, we refer to the unique path chosen by the routing

protocol (e.g., OSPF), even though there may be multiple shortest paths. In §5.4, we
discuss how to incorporate ECMP.

▷ all shortest paths S → T
▷ shortest path s → t

Lemma 5.3. Let (u, d) be a flow with forwarding graph f , and
C ⊆ E a set of edges. Further, assume that every node in f is locally
stable w.r.t. flow (u, d) under any subset of C failing. Then, C is cold.
Lemma 5.4 (see below) states that under shortest paths routing,
local stability is transitive. Hence, to apply Lemma 5.3 we only need
to prove local stability for few nodes, namely (i) the source node of
the flow, (ii) all start and (iii) all end nodes of traversed static routes.
All other nodes on the forwarding graph will be locally stable by
Lemma 5.4. Note that (iii) is required as static routes can deflect
the forwarding graph from the initial shortest path, as shown in
Fig. 5a.
Lemma 5.4. Let x, y ∈ V be nodes using shortest path routing for
a flow (u, d), where y is the next router along the shortest path from
x to d. If x is locally stable under some failures w.r.t. flow (u, d), then
so is y.
Proof. If the failures would change the shortest path py from y
to d, also the shortest path px from x to d would change, because
py is necessarily a subpath of px .
□
Example To ensure local stability of the ingress D, links D–E and
E–C of the shortest path D–E–C must be hot. Note that this is the
case even though E–C does not lie on the forwarding graph: if this
link fails (see Fig. 5d), the shortest path from D to C changes to
D–A–B–C. To ensure (ii), we mark link E–B as hot (the source of a
static route is locally stable as long as the output link does not fail).
For (iii), we need to mark the link B–C as hot. This makes sure the
shortest path between B and C does not change under cold edge
failures.
Fig. 5b summarizes the hot edges for this example. Any failures
of other edges will not change the forwarding graph. Fig. 5c shows
an example of such a cold edge failure.
General algorithm Alg. 2 determines hot edges in an arbitrary
network for link state L, ensuring local stability for (i—iii) above.
The procedure HotSpStatic takes as input a flow (u, d) ∈ V × V ,
the edges E fwd of the forwarding graph for that flow, and the link
state L. First, in Lin. 2 it collects u and all end points of traversed
static routes in a set D. These nodes are called decision points. Next,
in Lin. 3 it determines all edges along a shortest path between
any r ∈ D and d. Here, SpL (s, t) is the set of all edges along the
shortest path from s to t under link states L. Finally, in Lin. 4 the
procedure adds links used by any encountered static route to H .
For our example, Alg. 2 returns the red edges in Fig. 5b.
Correctness Lemma 5.5 shows that Alg. 2 is correct.
Lemma 5.5. The complement C = E \ H of the set H returned by
HotSpStatic (Alg. 2) is cold.
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Algorithm 3 Hot edges for BGP

Figure 6: Hot edges for BGP combined with shortest paths.
Proof. Assume any subset of C fails. According to Lemma 5.3,
we only need to prove local stability for nodes in the forwarding
graph f . Due to Lin. 3, all decision points are locally stable. Due to
Lin. 4, all nodes in f with a configured static route are locally stable.
Finally, using a simple inductive argument leveraging Lemma 5.4,
it can be shown that every other node in f is also locally stable. □
Unlike with shortest paths only, the set H is generally an overapproximation of hot edges: while any failure of a hot edge not
carrying any traffic may change the forwarding graph (e.g., see
Fig. 5d), this is not necessarily the case.

5.3

Incorporating BGP

Next, we discuss how to identify hot edges for BGP. Consider again
the example in Fig. 4, where next hops are selected for an external
destination d. Together with shortest paths routing, the flow (D, d)
is forwarded as shown in Fig. 6a.
At a high level, we have to make sure that any cold edge failures
do not change, at each node in the forwarding graph, (i) the selected
BGP next hop r and (ii) the next node towards r according to the
internal routing protocol. We have discussed the main ideas for (ii)
in §5.2. Next, we inspect (i).
Guarding the selected next hop There are multiple reasons why
link failures may affect the selected next hop of a node n. First, failures may disconnect n from a BGP peer, leading to n not receiving
that peer’s announcements anymore. In our example, failing links
A–B and A–D would prevent B from receiving announcement
sent by A in round 1 (see Fig. 4b). Second, the IGP costs involved
in step 6 of Tab. 2 when comparing announcements can change
due to failures. For instance, in round 3 of our example (Fig. 4d),
node B selects over due to lower IGP cost. If link B–C fails, the
IGP cost from B to F changes to 4, making B select instead. Third,
failures may change announcements sent by a peer of n and thereby
transitively influence the decision of n.
Combining these thoughts with our insights from §5.2 gives rise
to Alg. 3, which collects hot edges for the BGP protocol. Procedure
HotBgp takes as input a flow (u, d), where u ∈ V is a node and d
is an external destination, the edges E fwd of the forwarding graph
for that flow, and link states L. The algorithm performs three main
steps.
Step 1: Ensuring local stability for route reflectors First, in
Lin. 2–4 we perform BGP pre-processing and determine the set
of border routers and route reflectors in the partition X . Then, in
Lin. 5 we mark the shortest paths from any route reflector to any
border router as hot. This ensures that in X , (i) all route reflectors

1: procedure HotBgp(u, d , E fwd , L)
2:
X ← nodes in the same partition as u under L
3:
BrL ← Top3(Br, X )
▷ BGP pre-processing (§4.2)
4:
RrL ← Rr ∩ X
5:
H ← AllSp(RrL , BrL , L)
▷ all shortest paths (Alg. 2)
6:
D ← {u }
▷ decision points
7:
∪ {y | (x , y) ∈ Staticd ∩ E fwd }
8:
∪ {y | (x , y) ∈ E fwd ∧ Nhd (x ) , Nhd (y)}
9:
for each x ∈ D do
10:
H ← H ∪ SpL (x , Nhd (x ))
▷ shortest path x → Nhd (x )
11:
12:
13:
14:

H ← H ∪ (Staticd ∩ E fwd )
if RrL = ∅ then
H ← H ∪ AllSp({u }, BrL )
return H

▷ traversed static routes

▷ ensure connectivity

remain connected with all border routers, and (ii) the IGP costs
compared in step 6 of Tab. 2 during any round of Alg. 1 do not
change. In our example, this step marks links A–B, B–C, and C–F
as hot, see Fig. 6b.
Step 2: Ensuring local stability for decision points Similarly
as in Alg. 2, Lin. 6–10, ensure that cold edge failures can not change
the forwarding behavior of a set D of decision points. D includes
the same nodes as in Alg. 2, but additionally includes nodes where
the next hop changes (see Lin. 8). This may for example happen
if adjacent nodes are clients of different route reflectors sending
different announcements. In Lin. 9–10, we mark all edges on any
shortest path from a decision point to the selected next hop as hot.
Together with step 1, step 2 ensures local stability of decision points
under shortest paths routing. Like in Alg. 2, in Lin. 11 of Alg. 3
we mark all links used by a static route in E fwd as hot in order to
ensure local stability of nodes with static routes.
In our example, the set of decision points is D = {D, F} (there
are no static routes). In Lin. 6–11, the algorithm marks links D–E,
E–C, and C–F as hot (see Fig. 6c).
Step 3: Ensuring connectivity If there is at least one route reflector in X , Lin. 5–11 ensure that all route reflectors, border routers
and nodes on the forwarding graph remain connected. Hence, all
BGP sessions between these nodes remain intact under cold edge
failures. However, Lin. 5 does not enforce border routers to be connected if RrL = ∅. As a technical detail, we have to separately
ensure connectivity in this case by connecting u with all border
routers in Lin. 13.
In our example, RrL , ∅. Hence, Lin. 12–13 do not add any hot
edges. The final set of hot edges is shown in Fig. 6d.
Correctness Lemma 5.6 shows that Alg. 3 is correct.
Lemma 5.6. The complement C = E \ H of the set H returned by
HotBgp (Alg. 3) is cold.
Proof Sketch. We provide a full proof in App. A.2. First, we
show stability of BGP decisions by arguing that in every iteration
of Alg. 1, all sent announcements do not depend on failures in C.
Then, we prove local stability for all decision points and conclude
by levering Lemma 5.4 and Lemma 5.3.
□
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Figure 7: Modelling node failures as a Bayesian Network.

5.4

Extensions

ECMP With ECMP, traffic is forwarded along multiple shortest
paths, not all of which would be marked as hot by Alg. 2 and Alg. 3.
We can easily incorporate ECMP by additionally marking all edges
in E fwd as hot.
Multi-flow properties Extending our approach to multi-flow properties is straightforward. In particular, given a multi-flow property ϕ
with flows(ϕ) = {(u 1, d 1 ), . . . , (un , dn )}, we can just union the hot
edges for the individual flows to obtain the hot edges for ϕ. This
i
is, for E fwd
being the forwarding graph of flow (ui , di ), we comÐ
i , L). Any failure of a cold edge
pute H = ni=1 HotBgp(ui , di , E fwd
e < H is guaranteed to not change the forwarding graph for any
flow in flows(ϕ).
Further protocols The general concept of cold edges can in principle be applied to any routing protocol. While identifying cold edges
for a new protocol requires manual effort and domain-specific insights, we believe that many of the ideas developed here (e.g., local
stability) can be re-used.

6

PROBABILISTIC FAILURE MODEL

We now describe how to represent the failure distribution P(L). In
NetDice, failure models are expressed as dependencies amongst
link failures. For example, a node or shared risk link group (SRLG)
failure can be modeled as a simultaneous failure of multiple links.
Similar to [36, 37], we model such dependencies using a Bayesian
Network (BN) representing the distribution P(L). Each variable
X in the BN is binary (values 0 or 1), where X = 0 indicates a
failure. Each link e ∈ E is associated with a variable Le in the BN,
and more variables and dependencies can be added. Because any
discrete probability distribution with arbitrary dependencies can
be represented by a BN, this approach is very general.
Example: Independent link failures A BN modelling independent link failures just consists of one variable Le per link e ∈ E.
The user of NetDice simply specifies for each link e the failure
probability P(Le = 0). The distribution represented by the BN is:
Î
P(L) = e ∈E P(Le ).
Example: Node and SRLG failures Node and SRLG failures can
be modeled by adding a variable Nv for each node v ∈ V (resp.
SRLG) to the BN and connecting them with the variables for adjacent links (resp. links belonging to the SRLG).
For example, the BN modelling node failures for the topology
in Fig. 3 is shown in Fig. 7. Assuming the probability of a node
(resp. link) failure is 0.1 (resp. 0.01), the BN would declare:
P(N C = 0) = 0.1

P(L C–F = 0 | N C = 0 ∨ N F = 0) = 1

P(N F = 0) = 0.1

P(L C–F = 0 | N C , 0 ∧ N F , 0) = 0.01.
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Such probabilities can be estimated, e.g., from network log data [6,
20, 38]. Note the dependency of L C–F on its parents N C and N F : the
link fails if any of its adjacent nodes fails.
By adding more variables to the BN with similar dependencies,
one can express more complex failure models such as correlated
SRLG failures.
Inference We will see in §7 how NetDice repeatedly queries the
BN model for probabilities P(L) or any of its marginals when computing P(ϕ). NetDice uses Variable Elimination [41] to compute
exact marginals from the failure model BN.

7

EXPLORING THE FAILURE SPACE

We now show how NetDice explores the space of link failures to
compute P(ϕ) for a single- or multi-flow property ϕ.
The target probability P(ϕ) can be expanded as follows:
Í
P(ϕ) = L P(ϕ | L) · P(L).
(1)
We have seen in §6 how to compute P(L) for a given link state L.
Further, given L the value of ϕ is deterministic (i.e., P(ϕ | L) is either
0 or 1): We can construct the forwarding graphs for flows(ϕ) and
verify the property using the Check function (see §3.4). Hence, we
can rewrite (1) to:
Í
P(ϕ) = L s.t. ϕ holds for L P(L).
(2)
Skipping cold edge failures Rather than exploring all possible
states L to compute (2), we can leverage the idea of cold edges from
§5 to visit only a few states. The main idea of NetDice’s exploration
algorithm is to recursively introduce failures of hot edges while
skipping failures of cold edges. Due to the result in Lemma 7.1, the
latter can be covered implicitly.
Lemma 7.1. Let C ⊆ E be cold for a link state L and every flow in
flows(ϕ) for a single- or multi-flow property ϕ. Further, let L ′ be the
link state L where some links in C fail. Then, P(ϕ | L) = P(ϕ | L ′ ).
Proof. By Def. 5.1, any failures of links in C will not change
the forwarding graphs for any flow in flows(ϕ).
□
States We define a state to be a function s : E → {1, 0, ?} assigning
to each link one of 1 (up), 0 (down) or “?” (undecided). The value 1
“locks” a link (see e.g. D–E in L 3 of Fig. 2), while “?” means that the
link is up, but may fail later. A state should not be confused with
the random vector L. A state is ground if no link is assigned “?”.
A state s ′ is compatible with s iff s(e) ∈ {0, 1} ⇒ s ′ (e) = s(e)
and compat(s) is the set of ground states compatible with s. The
state fill(s) assigns 1 to all undecided links in s and s[e ← c] (resp.
s[E ← s]) is the state s where link e (resp. every link in the set E) is
assigned c ∈ {0, 1}. We define prob(s) to be the marginal probability
of L over the ground states compatible with s:
Ó

prob(s) := P
(3)
e ∈E s.t. s(e),? L e = s(e) .
This quantity can be computed using marginal inference in the
Bayesian Network representing P(L) (see §6).
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8

Algorithm 4 Failure exploration to compute P(ϕ)
1: procedure Explore(s)
2:
L ← fill(s), H ← ∅, ρ ← 0
3:
for each flow (u i , d i ) ∈ flows(ϕ) do
i , E i ) for (u , d ) under L
4:
compute forwarding graph (Vfwd
i
i
fwd
5:

6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:

i , L)
H ← H ∪ HotBgp(u i , d i , E fwd

▷ Alg. 3

H?

← H ∩ {e | e ∈ E ∧ s(e) = ?}
▷ undecided hot edges
1 , E 1 ), . . . , (V n , E n )) then
if Check(ϕ, (Vfwd
▷ §3.4
fwd
fwd
fwd
ρ ← ρ + prob(s[H ? ← 1])
▷ marginal prob. (§6)
s′ ← s
for l ∈ H ? do
s ′ ← s ′ [l ← 0]
▷ introduce failure
ρ ← ρ + Explore(s ′ )
▷ explore recursively
s ′ ← s ′ [l ← 1]
▷ “lock” link
Í
return ρ
▷ ρ = L∈compat(s ) P (ϕ | L) · P (L)

Failure exploration NetDice explores a tree of states, starting
with the all-undecided state s 0 , to build up the sum in (2). When
visiting a state, it checks whether ϕ holds, assuming all undecided
links are up. It then introduces failures of undecided hot edges and
recursively visits these new states.
This procedure is detailed in Alg. 4. The function Explore is
initially invoked with s = s 0 and begins by setting all undecided
links to “up” (Lin. 2). In Lin. 3–5, we construct all forwarding graphs
relevant for ϕ and collect hot edges as presented in §5. Next, Lin. 6
finds all undecided hot edges. Then, we check the property ϕ for
the forwarding graphs (Lin. 7). If the property holds (Lin. 8), we
compute the marginal probability of link states differing from L at
most by failed undecided cold edges (see §6) and add it to ρ. After
Í
Lin. 8, the value of ρ is L ∈compat(s[H ? ←1]) P(ϕ | L) · P(L) due to
Lemma 7.1. Finally, in Lin. 9–13 we explore all states with at least
one additional failure of an undecided hot edge.
Lemma 7.2 is proven in App. A.2. Because compat(s 0 ) covers all
link states, it follows that Alg. 4 correctly computes (1).
Í
Lemma 7.2. Explore(s) returns L ∈compat(s) P(ϕ | L) · P(L).
In the worst case (if for every link state, all undecided links are
hot), Alg. 4 visits 2 |E | states. However, our experiments show that
much fewer states are visited in practice (see §8).
Bounded exploration Alg. 4 can be stopped early, in which case
its output is a lower bound pl of P(ϕ). By tracking how much probability mass of P(L) has been covered and leveraging the fact that
P(ϕ | L) is at most 1, NetDice also obtains an upper bound ph
and returns to the user the interval [pl, ph ], which is guaranteed
to contain P(ϕ). Such a result is often sufficient in practice, given
the interval is small. For example, if NetDice determines that the
probability of reachability is in [0.99991, 0.99998], a reachability of
four 9’s is guaranteed.
As presented, Alg. 4 performs a depth-first search. NetDice actually uses a breadth-first variant, where states are roughly explored
according to their probability (i.e., most likely states first). As a
result, the imprecision ph − pl drops rapidly and the tool can stop
exploration as soon as a desired target imprecision is reached. As
we show in §8, this approach allows trading little precision for large
speedups.

IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION

We now evaluate our approach using an end-to-end implementation of NetDice consisting of ≈3k lines of Python code. 6 As input,
NetDice accepts a network configuration, eBGP announcements
after import policies, a failure model, and a property. NetDice currently supports link and node failure models, and the properties in
Tab. 1. The tool can easily be extended to other failure models and
additional single- and multi-flow properties.
After introducing our methodology (§8.1), we analyze NetDice’s
performance for different real-world topologies with synthetic configurations (§8.2–§8.3). Next, we discuss how increasing the number
of flows for multi-flow properties impacts the performance of NetDice (§8.4). Finally, we demonstrate NetDice’s success in analyzing
the real-world configurations of a nation-level ISP (§8.5).
Overall, we show that NetDice verifies few-flow properties for
networks with hundreds of links in few minutes with imprecision
below 10−4 , sufficient for four 9s availability guarantees.

8.1

Methodology and Dataset

Our experiments run on a machine with 32 GB of RAM and 12 cores
at 3.7 GHz. The presented numbers are for sequential execution
(verification of a property is not parallelized), however one can
easily run multiple queries in parallel.
For the synthetic experiments (§8.2–§8.4), we combine 80 topologies from the Topology Zoo [27] (topologies with ≥ 50 links) with
the 10 publicly available7 tier 1 and transit topologies from [30].
The resulting dataset T includes 90 topologies containing between
18 (resp. 50) and 754 (resp. 2 320) nodes (resp. links). We assume
uniform link weights 1 and do not setup static routes.
In all our experiments, we use a node failure model with failure
probabilities 0.0001 (for nodes) and 0.001 (for links). This is in line
with previous studies [20, 38] which report WAN links being up
between 99.9 to 99.99 percent of time.

8.2

Different Network Sizes

We now analyze NetDice’s performance for verifying a waypoint
property in the topologies T . The actual property check (call to
Check in Lin. 7 of Alg. 4) only accounts for a negligible part of the
runtime (all properties in Tab. 2 are decided by simple variants of
depth-first searches). Hence, the runtime is only noticeably affected
by the number of flows involved in the property. The following
results are thus representative for any single-flow property with
efficient Check function (see §8.4 for multi-flow properties).
Because the topologies in T do not include any BGP configurations, we create synthetic BGP setups with 2 route reflectors and
10 border routers having 2 external peers each. This is in line with
previous studies [9] on next hop diversity in real networks (see §8.3
for other setups). Following the best common practices for ISPs [21],
the route reflectors (resp. border routers) are randomly sampled
with a bias towards (resp. away from) the network center. 8

6 Our

implementation is available on GitHub: https://github.com/nsg-ethz/netdice
(Accessed: 04.02.2020)
8 The sampling probability decreases (resp. increases) according to the squared distance
to the center in terms of number of links.

7 https://inl.info.ucl.ac.be/content/mrinfo
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Figure 8: Runtime for verifying a single-flow waypoint property in
different topologies by size (left) and for the real ISP configuration
(right; outliers 233 s and 497 s not shown).

For the external announcements, we use the worst case scenario
where all external peers send the same attributes. As a result, Top3
(see §4.2) does not remove any announcements and the number of
hot edges added in Lin. 5 and Lin. 13 of Alg. 3 is maximal. Note
that NetDice’s runtime is primarily determined by the number of
hot edges, which depends on the size of BrL (see Alg. 3, Lin. 3) but
not on the specific announcement attributes (the runtime of Top3 is
negligible). The presented results are hence representative for any
scenario with additional, less preferred announcements.
Runtime We measure the runtime of NetDice verifying a random
waypoint property of a single random flow for a target imprecision
of 10−4 (i.e., we stop exploration once the target is reached). For each
network in T , we run 10 experiments with fresh random choices.
Fig. 8, left shows for each network the maximum and median inference time. While inference in larger networks is generally more
expensive, most networks (including the largest network, 2 320
links) can be analyzed within 1 h. Only for 12 (resp. 6) networks,
at least one experiment times out after 1 h (resp. 3 h). For 7 out of
these, the imprecision at the point of timeout is below 10−3 .
We note that the runtime is currently dominated by Variable
Elimination (VE) for Bayesian network inference (see §6). Experiments showed that with link failures only (where VE is not required),
performance improves by a factor 5–10×. While the expressiveness
of our failure model currently comes at a cost, the performance
can likely be significantly improved by leveraging more advanced
inference algorithms.
To summarize, NetDice can efficiently and precisely analyze
most networks with hundreds of links in few minutes.
Fraction of hot edges We also collect the fraction of edges marked
as hot in the first 10 visited states of the previous experiments and
plot the CDF in Fig. 9, left. For 50 (resp. 80) percent of the states,
less than 32 (resp. 42) percent of edges are hot. This clearly shows
that NetDice effectively prunes the failure space already in the first
few states.
Evolution of imprecision Fig. 9, right shows how NetDice reduces the imprecision while exploring states for the Colt network
(191 links). Observe that an imprecision of 10−3 is already reached
within 100 to 1 000 states (i.e., few seconds).

101
102
explored states

103

Figure 9: Left: Fraction of hot edges in the first 10 visited states for
the experiments of Fig. 8, left. Right: Precision evolution (10 runs)
for Colt.
In Fig. 1, we compare the imprecision traces of NetDice and partial exploration for the Colt network and a link failure model. 9 To
reach an imprecision of 10−4 , partial exploration needs to consider
almost 600 times more states than NetDice (1 107 359 vs. 1 854 states
for NetDice).

8.3

Different BGP Setups

We now inspect the performance of NetDice under an increasing
number of route reflectors and border routers. Note that by increasing these numbers, we introduce more dependencies in the BGP
protocol and hence increase the number of hot edges (see Lin. 5
and Lin. 13 in Alg. 3).
We re-run the experiments from §8.2 for the Uninett2010 topology (74 nodes, 101 links), but vary the number of border routers (see
Fig. 10a) and route reflectors (see Fig. 10b). Note that in practical
networks, only few prefixes see more than 20 equally preferred nexthops [9]. As expected, both the median runtime and its variance
generally increase with more border routers and route reflectors.
Still, the network can be analyzed within 1 hour for all setups.

8.4

Multi-Flow Properties

Next, we inspect the performance of NetDice for multi-flow properties. Recall that a flow corresponds to a pair of ingress router and
destination prefix, and does not refer to a UDP/TCP flow. In particular, we let NetDice verify a congestion property (see Tab. 1) for
k = 1, . . . , 8 random flows with distinct destinations and random
flow volumes in the AS 3549 topology (235 links, 10 runs, target
imprecision 10−4 ). Instead of randomly sampling border routers
and external peers, we use the 21 external peers known for the
topology. 10 Route reflectors and announcements are chosen as
in §8.2.
We present the results in Fig. 10c. As expected, more flows lead
to slower inference (due to more hot edges, see Lin. 3–5 in Alg. 4).
While NetDice cannot scalably analyze congestion involving all
flows in a network, it is a useful and efficient tool for analyzing the
interaction of the few largest flows, which often already cover a
significant amount of traffic.
9 With

node failures, the imprecision for partial exploration can not be computed in
closed form and the optimal order of visiting states is not known a priori. Hence, our
comparison uses a link failure model.
10 Sampling 10 new border routers for each destination (as done in §8.2) would not be
realistic. Most networks have only few border routers.
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Figure 10: Varying the number of (a) border routers and (b) route reflectors in the Uninett2010 network for a single-flow waypoint property.
(c) Increasing the number of flows for a congestion property in the AS 3549 network.

8.5

Real-Wold Configuration

We finally extract the IGP and BGP settings from the raw configuration files of a nation-level ISP comprising around 100 nodes and 180
links. 11 Like in §8.2, we verify a random single-flow waypoint property (10 runs, imprecision 10−4 ) under worst-case announcements
(we argue why doing so is representative in §8.2). The runtimes
are summarized in Fig. 8, right. The median runtime is less than
2 min. We conclude that NetDice can efficiently verify properties
for real-world network configurations.
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RELATED WORK

Control plane analysis Our work is complementary to a large
amount of recent work on control plane analysis. Batfish [16] and
C-BGP [32] take as input a configuration and a concrete environment (including failures), simulate the control plane, and analyze the resulting data-plane. This however takes non-negligible
time, preventing the effective analysis of many environments. Similarly to NetDice, the latest generation of network analyzers such
as Minesweeper [4], BagPipe [40], ARC [19], Tiramisu [1], and
ERA [12], are able to verify properties considering a wide range
of failure scenarios. While useful, none of these approaches reasons about the probability that a network is in a given state, which
precludes inference on the probability of a property holding.
Data-plane analysis Many prior works focus on data-plane analysis with systems such as Anteater [29], HSA [25], NetPlumber [24],
and VeriFlow [26]. While useful, the results of data-plane analysis
are limited to the considered failure scenario. These tools cannot be
used for pro-active verification and probabilistic reasoning, unlike
NetDice.
Probabilistic network languages ProbNetKat [17] brings probabilistic extensions to NetKat [2, 18]. The authors of [35] give a
foundation for building solvers for ProbNetKat models. While ProbNetKat [17] can model the data-plane, it cannot capture control
plane protocols as it does not model state at routing nodes. NetDice
supports these protocols with custom inference procedures that
scale to real-world networks.
11 Unfortunately,

Batfish [16] could not parse the configurations directly, forcing us to
extract the information ourselves.

Traffic engineering under probabilistic failures A complementary line of work [6, 8] studies synthesis of forwarding rules for
traffic engineering in the face of probabilistic failures.
Lancet [8] finds a link-based protection routing that is congestionfree with high probability. Like NetDice, it recursively explores a
tree of failure scenarios. In contrast to NetDice, which uses custom
algorithms to determine equivalent scenarios and prune the search
space at each visited state, Lancet’s Divide-and-Conquer approach
leverages linear programming to decide if a visited state represents
a single set of equivalent scenarios (which can be pruned) or has to
be divided and analyzed recursively.
TEAVAR [6] optimizes bandwidth allocation subject to a target
availability probability in tunnel-based WAN routing, leveraging
ideas from financial risk theory. Unlike NetDice, TEAVAR explores
failures according to a fixed order and does not determine or prune
equivalent failure scenarios.
Similarly to NetDice, these works support complex correlated
failure models and avoid exploring very unlikely scenarios using a
“cutoff”. Unlike NetDice, which supports BGP and shortest-paths
routing, they target path-based WAN routing. Addressing powerful but specific synthesis problems, they complement NetDice’s
verification of more diverse but simpler properties.
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CONCLUSION

We presented NetDice, a scalable and precise tool for probabilistic
network verification. NetDice is based on a novel inference algorithm able to effectively prune the failure space for BGP and common IGPs. We implemented NetDice and evaluated it on real-world
configurations. NetDice can verify relevant properties for networks
with hundreds of links within minutes with high precision.
NetDice’s notion of cold edges may also prove useful in nonprobabilistic settings (e.g. to speed up existing verifiers). We encourage future work to explore this direction.
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APPENDIX

Appendices are supporting material that has not been peer-reviewed.

A.1

Operator Survey

To substantiate the need for a probabilistic network analysis system
like NetDice, we conducted an anonymous and voluntary survey
amongst network operators in the NANOG mailing list. We received
52 responses over a period of two weeks. 62% (resp. 31%) of participants operate networks connecting more than 10k (resp. 100k)
individual users. In the following, we report the three main key
findings.
Uncertain events significantly affect forwarding behavior. 56% of
operators reported that link and router failures impact forwarding
behavior for at least few hours per year, 19% for more than 24h
per year. Participants also reported power outages, fiber cuts, and
weather events (e.g. floods, storms, tsunamis) to have had noticeable
impact in the past. All of which are probabilistic events that can be
modeled as failures.
Probabilistic analysis is hard today. While 94% of operators confirmed that they care about probabilistic behaviors, 83% agree or
strongly agree that it is currently hard to analyze them. Only 37%
use simulators for such analysis and 48% reported not to perform
any probabilistic analysis.
The vast majority of the operators would consider using a system
such as NetDice. They also note that NetDice’s properties (Tab. 1)
are practically relevant. 83% would consider using a system that
computes the likelihood of a forwarding state under uncertain
environments.

A.2

Proofs

Proof of Lemma 5.6. Let C = E \ H be the complement of the
set H returned by Alg. 3. Let NoFail be the scenario described by
link states L, and Fail a scenario where additionally, some links in
C fail. We prove that the forwarding graph for the considered flow
(u, d) is the same in NoFail and Fail.
Stability of pre-processing All routers in BrL ∪ RrL remain connected in Fail: If there is at least one route reflector in RrL , Lin. 5
of Alg. 3 makes sure that the routers are connected by hot edges.
Otherwise, this is ensured by Lin. 13. Note that there exists a global
order on announcements for the pre-processing step Top3. Hence,
even if any border router pruned by Top3 is disconnected from
the routers BrL in Fail, the result of Top3 in Lin. 1 is the same in
NoFail and Fail.
Stability of sent announcements Now, we prove that in every
round of Alg. 1 (Lin. 2–6), all non-internal routers send the same
announcements to their peers. The proof works by induction on
the rounds.
Base case. In the first round, only the external nodes send announcements. These are independent of link failures and hence
identical in NoFail and Fail.
Step case. Consider round i. As an induction hypothesis, assume
that in round i − 1, all non-internal nodes sent the same announcements to their peers in NoFail and Fail. Because non-internal
nodes in X remain connected (see above), we can use the induction
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hypothesis to prove that they receive the same announcements from
their peers in round i.
Consider any r ∈ RrL . For each b ∈ BrL , all edges on a shortest
path from r to b are in H (due to Lin. 5). Hence, the IGP cost towards any such b is identical in NoFail and Fail. Because all other
attributes involved in the BGP decision process (Tab. 2) do not depend on failures, r selects the same best announcement. Therefore,
r sends the same announcements to its peers in round i for NoFail
and Fail.
Now, consider any b ∈ BrL . We distinguish two cases. Case (i): b
does not send an announcement in round i of NoFail. This can only
happen if b receives no announcement at all in NoFail (which will
also be the case in Fail), or the best announcement in NoFail is
received from an internal peer. In the latter case, b will also select an
internal announcement in Fail (due to possibly changed IGP costs,
this announcement may however be different from the one selected
in NoFail). As internal announcements are not re-distributed, b
also does not send any announcement in round i of Fail.
Case (ii): b sends an announcement A in round i of NoFail. This
can only be the case if A is an external announcement, because
internal announcements are not re-distributed. Because of step 5
in Tab. 2, b will for sure also select an external announcement in
Fail. As the preference relation between external announcements
according to Tab. 2 does not depend on failures (there is no IGP
cost comparison), b will also select and send A in round i of Fail.
In summary, all non-internal nodes in X send the same announcements to their peers in round i for NoFail and Fail, which concludes the inductive proof.
Stability of selected next hops Next, we show that the selected
next hops Nhd (v) of all decision points v ∈ D (see Lin. 6–8 of
Alg. 3) are the same in NoFail and Fail. We distinguish two cases.
Case (i): the source u does not select a next hop in NoFail. This can
only happen if u does not receive any announcements in NoFail.
Under additional failures, this fact will not change and hence u will
also not select a next hop in Fail. Note that the forwarding graph
is empty in this case, therefore there are no other decision points
in D.
Case (ii): otherwise. Let v ∈ D be an arbitrary decision point,
which selects x as next hop in NoFail. Further, let A be the selected
best announcement at v in NoFail in the converged state of Alg. 1
(A has next hop attribute x). In this case, Lin. 10 of Alg. 3 adds the
links on a shortest path from v to x to the set H . Hence, the IGP
costs between v and x are identical in NoFail and Fail, while the
IGP costs towards all other border routers can at most increase due
to the failures. Due to our previous argument, v receives the same
set of announcements in the converged state of Alg. 3 in NoFail
and Fail. Therefore, the BGP decision process (Tab. 2) at v also
selects A as the best announcement in Fail in the converged state,
leading to the same next hop x.
Stability of forwarding decisions Next, we prove local stability
for all nodes in the forwarding graph. Let y be such a node. We
distinguish three cases.
Case (i): y has a configured static route. Lin. 11 of Alg. 3 ensures
that y is locally stable under Fail w.r.t. (u, d).
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Case (ii): y ∈ D. Lin. 10 ensures that the forwarding decision of
y for flow (u, d) is the same in NoFail and Fail, because the failure
of cold edges cannot change the shortest path towards Nhd (y).
Case (iii): otherwise. In this case, all of y’s parents x in the forwarding graph select the same next hop as y and rely on shortest
path routing (otherwise, y would be a decision point by Lin. 7 and
Lin. 8). By simple induction, we can recursively apply Lemma 5.4
until we reach a decision point and prove that y is locally stable
under Fail w.r.t. (u, d).
Finally, we apply Lemma 5.3 to prove that C is cold.
□
Proof of Lemma 7.2. Define s ′′ := s[H ? ← 1] to be the state
where all hot edges are up. First, note that the ground states compatible with s ′ passed to Explore in Lin. 12, together with compat(s ′′ ),
form a partition of compat(s). Each ground state compatible with
s ′′ or some s ′ is also compatible with s. Furthermore, sets of compatible ground states for s ′′ and all instantiations of s ′ are disjoint
because they differ in at least one failed link (Lin. 11) that is locked
to be up in Lin. 12 for subsequently considered s ′ . Last, it is easy to
see that each ground state in s is covered by at least one s ′ or s ′′ .
We prove the lemma using structural induction over the tree
of recursive calls to Explore. As induction hypothesis, assume
Í
Explore(s ′ ) returns L ∈compat(s ′ ) P(ϕ | L) · P(L) in Lin. 12 (if this
line is reached).
Note that any L ∈ compat(s ′′ ) differs from fill(s) at most by
failed cold edges. Hence, according to Lemma 7.1, it is
P(ϕ | L = fill(s)) = P(ϕ | L ∈ compat(s ′′ ))
and the value of ρ in line 9 is
Í
ρ̂ := L ∈compat(s ′′ ) P(ϕ | L) · P(L).
Using the induction hypothesis and the fact that s ′ and s ′′ partition the ground states compatible with s, the returned value in
Lin. 12 is
Í
ρ̂ + L ∈compat(s)\compat(s ′′ ) P(ϕ | L) · P(L),
which proves the claim.

□

